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TAL AL-HAWA MOUNTAIN RESORT 
DESIGNED BY AMAL RAWAJBE
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resort view

MASTERPLAN 
SCALE 1:600

section A-A scale 1:250
section in main building scale 1:150

MAIN BUILDING
which contains reception , looby , staff , administration , kitchen , giftshop and wc’s , it 
represents the entrance for the resort which each visitor pass through .

SPA CENTER
the spa center consists of two sections one for mens the other for womens , each one contains 4 
massage rooms , sauna for 8-10 people , 4 showers with changening and lockers , relaxing out-
door areas and a hot outdoor pool with an amazing view.

CHALET DESIGN
the resort contains 3 types of chalets which were designed to 
suits the needs of visitors and taking in consideration contour 
lines and view.

CHALET TYPE 1:
2-6 ivdividuals
1 master bedroom + 2bed-
rooms
-bathroom
-living room
-kitchen

CHALET TYPE 2:
2-4 ivdividuals
1 master bedroom + 1bed-
rooms
-bathroom
-living room
-kitchen
-terrace

CHALET TYPE 3:
for coupels
-master bedroom 
-living room
-kitchen
-terrace withen a 2.5*2.5 out-
door jacuzzi

RESTAURANT
restaurant for 80-100 persons with indoor and outdoor siiting .
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Materials used in design: 

-stone for exterior 
walls.

- wood in differ-
ent elements of 
design like in-
terior walls , for 
exterior clading 
wood resistant to 
weather and rain.

- stone flooring.

The main idea:
The mountain resort is located at the top of a mountain called “ Tal al-Hawa” according to the locals, which 
overlooks the steep mountain’s “ bilal’s mountains”  covered with abra trees ,overlooks the Valley of “Sajour”, 
the Plateau of Suicide , and the village of Al-Bathan which is considered as a tourist village , because it  is char-
acterized by the beauty of its nature and topography, where the visitor enjoys this view of the mountain resort 
and the fresh air that permeates the mountain.
The project was developed after studying the local architecture of the area where this architecture developed in 
response to the rugged mountain topography and materials available locally so that the structure of the project 
benefits from mountain stones for retaining walls, slates for roofs and floors, wooden frames, and local stones 
of walls and this laid the basis of the project.. the idea was to design a modern tourist resort achieves comfort, 
enjoyment and full vision of users with local materials  “redefining modern architecture with a local character 
of the area.”

The resort includes the main building, restaurant, spa and several chalets in a vast and steep location, all over-
looking the Bilal Mountains, Wadi Sajour and the tourist village of Al-Bathan to meet the needs of the visitor 
where they enjoys in the public areas containing an outdoor swimming pool , sitting areas interspersed with 
trees  , barbeque areas, children’s zone ,  entertainment spa , restaurant and chalets to suit the needs of visitors.
chalets were distributed taking into account contour lines and scenic views.
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